MANEUVERABILITY AND HEADING CONTROL OF A QUADRUPED ROBOT UTILIZING TAIL DYNAMICS
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents modeling and analysis of a quadruped robot that utilizes tail dynamics to control its heading angle. The tail is envisioned to assist locomotion as a means separate from its legs to generate forces and moments to improve performance in terms maneuverability. Tail motion is analyzed for both low and high-speed tail actuation to derive sufficient conditions to maintain equilibrium and formulate maneuverability relations that result in rotation and translation of the robotic system. Sensitivity analysis is presented to select optimal tail mass and length ratios to maximize the change of the heading angle. A heading controller is then proposed and simulated to achieve a desired heading angle utilizing tail dynamics. Results of this research will assist in the design, modeling, and analysis of robotic systems sharing similar topologies to the proposed model, such as mobile robots with wheeled, tracked, multi-legged, or articulated-body based locomotion with swinging extremities such as tails, torsos, and limbs.

1 INTRODUCTION
Biologists have long observed the uses and benefits that tails provide animals, which range from fat storage to communication [1]. Perhaps the most useful tail functionalities applicable to the field of mobile legged robotics are enhanced stabilization and maneuverability capabilities [2, 3]. Hickman [4] provided an extensive review of tail usage in mammals. For instance, kangaroos use their tails as a counterbalance while standing on their hind legs and as a means of energy storage to assist in hopping [5]. Kangaroo rats have been observed to rapidly swing their tails between hops to rotate their bodies in midair and continue hopping in a different direction. Dinosaurs, such as the Tyrannosaurus, are believed to have used their tails as an active counter balance and as a means of stabilization when walking forward, to maintain the yaw orientation of their bodies [6, 7]. Similarly, cheetahs have been observed to swing their tails in rapid motions while chasing prey to maintain the roll of their bodies [8]. Lizards have also been observed to use their tails during aerial maneuvers to adjust their pitch for a smooth landing [9, 10].

By observing nature’s abundant store of solutions, engineers can gain a source of inspiration in designing robots to address the challenges persisting in the field of legged robot design and control [11]. These challenges involve designing legged robots with high maneuverability and limited size, weight, and cost, and developing algorithms to control foot trajectories to achieve forward walking and turning gait. The majority of research in the field of legged robotics has focused on the implementation of steady state trotting, galloping, and bounding [12-14]. We hypothesize that the burden on the legs to simultaneously stabilize and maneuver the robot can be reduced by utilizing an inertial appendage in the form of an attached tail. This can lead to simplifications of leg designs and control algorithms.

Various methods have been investigated to enhance maneuverability of mobile robots using an attached inertial appendage. A lizard-inspired tail has been successful employed on a wheeled robot to dynamically self-right and control pitch to smoothly transition between various ground slopes, using the assumption of zero net angular momentum exchange [15, 16]. A similar approach was presented for a miniature jumping robot and a bio-inspired kangaroo robot with an active tail utilized for pitch control between jumping instances [17, 18]. A Newton-Euler approach was used to model a cheetah robot with a two degree-of-freedom (DOF) attached tail during mid-air flight. The authors developed and simulated an attitude controller and demonstrated preliminary experimental results of disturbance rejection to maintain stability [8]. A moth inspired robot successfully demonstrated self-righting and mid-air turning using an inertial appendage [19]. Patel et al. derived a
mathematical model of a wheeled robot with a single DOF tail capable of roll motion that was assumed to be rotating about a grounded pivot point using the Euler-Lagrange formulation. The authors developed a control algorithm and demonstrated with simulations that the robot could perform a high-speed roll faster than a tail-less robot [20]. The majority of research on robotic tails has focused on attitude control during mid-air flight using the zero-net transfer of angular momentum, an approach that has been extensively proposed in space robots and satellites for attitude control [21-23].

There has also been research conducted to analyze the dynamics of mobile robots with ground contact friction. Kohut et al. investigated dynamic turning of a hexapod robot using yaw motion of a tail [24, 25]. In this analysis, it was assumed that the tail torque occurs as soon as the tail is actuated that overwhelms static friction; therefore, dynamic friction between the feet and ground induces a moment about an effective radius during tail actuation. However, this model did not consider the effects of translation caused by inertial forces. Casarez et al. developed an analytical model of a mobile robot with a reaction wheel that transferred a pure moment, neglecting effects of inertial forces, to the robotic body to determine the effects of motor voltage, friction, and wheel inertia had on heading angle [26]. Chernous’Ko modeled multi-body mechanical systems consisting of several links which can perform snake-like locomotion’s along a horizontal plane in the presence of dry friction. Periodic motions consisting of slow and fast phases were used to create controllable longitudinal, latitudinal translational and rotational motions using a sequence of elementary motions [27, 28].

This paper adapts the framework presented in [25, 27, 28] to model and analyze a robotic system consisting of a quadruped robot and swinging inertial appendage in the form of a tail. This paper is part of ongoing research that investigates the use of inertial tails on legged robots, which are envisioned to provide a means of external loading separate from the leg mechanisms, to generate forces and moments to aid maneuverability and stabilization [29-38]. The main contributions of this paper are: (1) modeling of the quadruped and swinging inertial appendage in the presence of friction to analyzes the effects of both low-speed and high-speed tail actuations on the robotic system in terms of maneuverability, defined as the resultant rotation and translation of the system, caused by both inertial forces and moments, (2) sensitivity analysis that utilizes the developed models to compute optimal tail mass and length ratios to maximize heading angle change, and (3) design and simulate a heading angle controller that utilizes tail dynamics.

This paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 present modeling and kinematic analysis of the robotic system. Section 4 presents dynamic analysis of low and high-speed tail actuations, to derive sufficient conditions to maintain equilibrium and the maneuverability relations to produce translation and rotation of the robotic system. Section 5 presents sensitivity analysis to compute optimal tail length and mass ratios to maximize heading angle change. Section 6 presents simulation results of a heading angle controller. Concluding discussions are then presented in section 7.

2 ROBOTIC SYSTEM MODELING

This section presents the robotic system under study and the model that is used for analysis throughout this paper. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram (side view) of robotic system that consists of a quadruped robot with an attached tail developed by the authors [37, 39]. The quadruped consists of four robotic modular legs that are designed to be low-inertia, two DOF mechanisms capable of performing planar walking gaits that enable planar forward locomotion. It is envisioned that rotation of the tail will enable to quadruped to adjust its heading angle for left and right turning as will be demonstrated in section 6. The quadruped’s mass is concentrated in the body region due to the locations of its motors. It is assumed that during a walking gait the legs do not significantly change the mass properties of the robot. The tail is composed of an actuation unit that houses a geared motor assembly and a rigid rod with an attached tip mass.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the robotic system composed of a quadruped and tail.

This paper presents modeling and kinematic analysis of the robotic system. A body attached frame of reference \((O', b_1, b_2)\) is fixed to the quadruped at \((x_0, y_0)\). The bodies are modeled as point masses \(m_0\) (actuation unit), \(m_1\) (quadruped body), and \(m_2\) (tail tip mass). In the figure, the quadruped and tail are disconnected at the tail revolute joint. The tail gearbox and actuator assembly is located at point \(O'\). The bodies can translate in the inertial \(e_1e_2\)-plane and the quadruped and tail can rotate relative to one another, about the \(e_2\)-axis. The heading angle of the quadruped and relative yaw angle of the tail are defined as \(\theta\) and \(\beta\), respectively. Therefore, the system is modeled with four DOFs.

The following variables will be used to represent the physical parameters of the system in this analysis: \(m_i\) represents lumped masses, \(v_i\) is the mass velocities, and \(I_i\) represents effective radius, defined as half the diagonal distance between legs. The index \(i = \{0, 1, 2\}\) refer to the actuation unit, quadruped, and tail bodies, respectively.
An input torque of magnitude $M$ applied onto the tail produces yaw rotation about its revolute joint. A torque of equal magnitude and opposite direction acts on the quadruped body during tail actuation.

$$H_O = (\sin(\theta) l_1 m_1 (\dot{x}_0 - \dot{\theta}) + \cos(\theta) l_1 m_1 (x_0 \dot{\theta} + \dot{y}_0)$$

$$-l_2 m_2 [\cos(\beta + \dot{\theta}) x_0 + \sin(\beta + \dot{\theta})(y_0 \dot{\theta} - \dot{x}_0) + \cos(\beta + \dot{\theta}) y_0] - m v_0 \dot{x}_0 - m_s v_0 y_0) e_3$$

### 4 Dynamic Analysis

This section analyses low and high-speed tail actuation to determine the conditions required to maintain equilibrium and derive the relations of maneuverability that result in translation and rotation of the robotic system.

Analysis of this low-speed tail motion will study the forces and moments produced by the tail to determine the conditions required to maintain equilibrium. Low-speed tail actuation involves rotating the tail to desired initial conditions while maintaining equilibrium. Equilibrium refers to steady state conditions where the system remains stationary due to resistive friction forces. To maneuver, a high-speed tail actuation will be performed to generate the necessary forces and moments to overcome friction. Let the magnitude of the moment induced by friction forces be denoted by $M_f$. During this type of actuation, it is assumed that the input torque magnitude is larger than the friction induced moment $M > M_f$; therefore, the external frictional forces between the quadruped’s feet and ground can be neglected; thus, satisfying the conservation laws of linear and angular momentum. Since the system is initially at equilibrium, after fast tail motions, $x_c$ and $y_c$ are constants of motion and $H_0 = 0$. These conservation laws will then be used to analyze high-speed tail actuation, to formulate relations of maneuverability in terms of variations of translation and rotation of the robotic system.

#### 4.1 Low-Speed Tail Actuation

In this section we formulate the conditions to maintain equilibrium during low-speed tail actuation. Assuming that the system is initially at equilibrium, we first estimate the upper bound of generated forces from tail actuation and use them to analyze the resultant force balance on the quadruped, to determine the maximum threshold of tail motion such that friction induced forces cancel those caused by the actuator torque and loading generated by the tail.

For low-speed tail actuation, the maximum generated forces resulting from tail actuation that maintain system equilibrium occur at a certain upper, maximum threshold of tail motion parameters defined by $\epsilon$ and $\Omega$, which represent the magnitude of angular velocity and acceleration, respectively. Using this notation and considering the tail as the system of study, the maximum magnitudes of $F_t$ and $F_r$, tangential and radial force magnitude components exerted on the tail by the quadruped, and $M$ can be estimated by

$$F_t \leq m s l_2 \epsilon^2$$

$$F_t \leq m s l_2 \Omega$$

$$M \leq m s l_2^2 \Omega$$

---

Figure 2. Free body diagram (top view) of the robotic system consisting of a quadruped robot and tail

Coulomb friction is used to model friction forces that act on the system at points of contact between the quadruped’s feet and ground. During instances of sliding contact motion, the summation of friction forces is equal to $\mu mg$ and opposes the direction of sliding velocity. Here, $\mu$ represents the friction coefficient (static and dynamic friction coefficients are assumed to be equivalent), $m$ is the total mass of the system $m = m_0 + m_1 + m_2$, and $g$ is the gravitational acceleration.

### 3 Kinematic Analysis

This section presents kinematic analysis of the robotic system, and derivations of the center of mass location and angular momentum of the robotic system.

With reference to Fig. 2, the COM of the system is computed as follows:

$$x_c = \frac{m x_0 + m l_1 \cos(\theta) - m l_2 \cos(\theta + \beta)}{m} e_1$$

$$y_c = \frac{m y_0 + m l_1 \sin(\theta) - m l_2 \sin(\theta + \beta)}{m} e_2$$

By defining the angular velocities of the quadruped and tail to be $\omega_1 = \dot{\theta} e_3$ and $\omega_2 = \dot{\theta} + \beta e_3$, the total angular momentum of the robotic system about point $O$ is given by Eq. (2)

$$H_O = \sum_{i=0}^{3} m_i R_i \times \dot{v}_i$$

Substituting position and velocity relations into the above equation and evaluating the cross products yields the total angular momentum of the system:
We now study the effects of these maximum forces and moment on the quadruped consisting of masses \(m_0\) and \(m_1\). Rotational equilibrium will be maintained if the magnitude of the maximum induced moment \(M_1\), composed of the input torque and the moment resulting from maximum generated forces \(F_i\) and \(F_f\), about the combined COM does not exceed the friction induced moment magnitude \(M_f\). Translational equilibrium will be maintained if the magnitude of the maximum combined generated forces, \(F_i\), does not exceed the friction force magnitude \(F_f\). This means that the generated loading due to the low speed-tail actuation will not cause the quadruped to maneuver, since it is opposed by the friction induced forces and moments. Therefore, the conditions to maintain equilibrium are defined as

\[
|F_i| \leq F_f \\
|M_1| \leq M_f
\]  

(5)

A balance of forces and moments about the combined COM with respect to the body attached frame yields the following equation for \(F_i\) and \(M_1\)

\[
F_i = (F, \cos \beta + F, \sin \beta)b_1 + (F, \sin \beta - F, \cos \beta)b_2 \\
M_1 = [x, (F, \cos \beta - F, \sin \beta) - M + y, (F, \sin \beta + F, \cos \beta)]b_3
\]  

(6)

Substituting Eq. 4 into Eq. 6 and using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, relations for \(|F_i|\) and \(|M_1|\) can be defined as

\[
|F_i| \leq m_2 l_2^2 \Omega^2 + 2m_2 l_2 \left( \frac{m_1 l_1 + m_2 l_2}{m} \right) (\Omega + \varepsilon^2) \\
|M_1| \leq m_2 l_2 \sqrt{\Omega^2 + \varepsilon^4}
\]  

(7)

For multi legged robotic systems, \(F_f\) can be estimated as a force proportional to the total weight of the robotic system \(mg\) and \(\mu\). Similarly, \(M_f\) is proportional to \(F_f\) and the effective radius \(l_i\). Substituting these relations and Eq. 7 back into Eq. 5 yields the necessary condition to maintain equilibrium:

\[
m_2 l_2^2 \Omega^2 + 2m_2 l_2 \left( \frac{m_1 l_1 + m_2 l_2}{m} \right) (\Omega + \varepsilon^2) \leq \mu mg l_i \\
m_2 l_2 \sqrt{\Omega^2 + \varepsilon^4} \leq \mu mg
\]  

(8)

If the above inequalities are satisfied, the system will maintain equilibrium and remain stationary, enabling the robotic system to position the tail during low-speed tail actuation prior to maneuvering using high-speed tail actuation.

### 4.2 High-Speed Tail Actuation

In this section, the laws of conservation of linear and angular momentum, discussed in Section 4, are applied to derive the relations of maneuverability during high-speed tail actuation. Using the relation \(\dot{x}_c = \dot{y}_c = 0\) from conservation laws, the time derivative of Eq. 1 is computed to derive the velocity of point mass \(m_0\):

\[
\dot{x}_0 = \frac{m_1 l_1 \dot{\theta} \sin \theta - m_2 l_2 (\dot{\theta} + \dot{\beta}) \sin(\theta + \beta)}{m} e_1 \\
\dot{y}_0 = \frac{-m_1 l_1 \dot{\theta} \cos \theta + m_2 l_2 (\dot{\theta} + \dot{\beta}) \cos(\theta + \beta)}{m} e_2
\]  

(9)

Substituting Eq. 9 into the relation for total angular momentum, Eq. 3, where \(H_0 = 0\) due to conservation laws, yields an expression for the heading angle rate of change

\[
\dot{\theta} = -\frac{l_2^2 m_2 (m_0 + m_1) + d}{m_1 l_1^2 (m_0 + m_2) + m_2 l_2^2 (m_0 + m_1) + 2d} \dot{\beta}
\]  

(10)

Where \(d = l_1 l_2 m_2 \cos \beta\). It can be observed from Eq. 10 that \(\Delta \theta\) is inversely related to \(\Delta \beta\). This relation is intuitive since any action of the tail will have an equal and opposite reaction on the quadruped. Numerical integration of Eq. 10 yield the relation of heading angle variation defined by

\[
\Delta \theta = -\int_{\beta_i}^{\beta_f} f(\beta)d\beta
\]  

(11)

where \(\beta_i\) and \(\beta_f\) represent the initial and final values of \(\beta\). By integrating Eq. 9 over the initial and final values of tail motion, the translation of the system is computed to be

\[
\Delta x_0 = \frac{-m_1 a_1 \Delta \cos \theta + m_2 a_2 \Delta \cos(\theta + \beta)}{m} e_1 \\
\Delta y_0 = \frac{-m_1 a_1 \Delta \sin \theta + m_2 a_2 \Delta \sin(\theta + \beta)}{m} e_2
\]  

(12)

Equations (11) and (12) represent maneuverability relations of the legged robot due to high-speed tail actuations.

### 5 HEADING ANGLE SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

The maneuverability relations derived in this section are applicable to a wide range of mobile robots that utilize dynamics of a tail. This section analyses the sensitivity of the tail mass and length ratios, defined as \(\sigma = m_2/(m_0 + m_1)\), \(\lambda = l_2/l_1\), on the variation of heading angle.

For a quadruped of mass \(m_1 = 13\) kg, \(m_0 = 2\) kg and effective radius \(l_i = 0.5\) m, Eq. (11) was evaluated for \(\Delta \beta = \pi/2\) rad. Figure 3 shows the plot of heading angle vs. mass ratio for various length ratio values \(\lambda = \{0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4\}$. 

---
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From the plot, it can be observed that increasing the values of $\beta$ and $\lambda$ does increase $\Delta \theta$, since the variation of heading angle changes with design parameters and reaches near steady state conditions. For example, past a certain mass ratio threshold of $\sigma \sim 0.025$, the addition of tail mass does not significantly cause large variations of heading angle, since the slope of $\Delta \theta$ nearly approaches zero. This trend physically makes sense because tail mass does increase the inertial forces transferred to the quadruped, but also increases the overall weight of the system, resulting in a larger friction induced moment that impedes motion of the system. It can be observed that heading angle is more sensitive to the tail length ratio. This sensitivity can be seen in Fig. 3 by observing the large differences between steady state $\Delta \theta$ values as $\lambda$ increases. However as $\lambda$ is increased beyond a threshold $\lambda \sim 2$, the effectiveness of heading angle variation decreases. This trend can be physically explained due to the quadratic increase of tail inertia with respect to tail length; however, inertial forces in the tangential and radial directions also affect $\Delta \theta$, as seen in Fig. 2, and are expected to limit the variation of heading angle for large values of $\lambda$.

Therefore, the most effective means to obtain large variations of heading angle is to maximize tail length while satisfying dimension constraints. Results of this analysis can be used to effectively size a robotic tail for a given legged robot of known mass and dimensions.

![Figure 3. Plot of heading angle vs. mass ratio for various length ratio values.](image)

6 HEADING CONTROLLER

The robotic system is modeled as four DOFs with one active DOF in the form of torque input to the tail. Therefore, the system is under actuated. At this stage, the heading angle of the quadruped will be deemed the most important and a controller will be designed to close the loop on this variable; hence, the remaining DOF’s will be uncontrolled.

As a preliminary approach to designing a heading angle controller, we choose to implement a linear quadratic regulator (LQR). For ease of simulation, the time derivative of Eq. 10 was computed and linearized using a small angle approximation $\ddot{\beta} = u/m_2l_2^2$ and put into state space form with the state vector defined as $[\theta, \dot{\theta}]$. The gains of the LQR controller were manually tuned to produce acceptable rise time and settling time for a desired heading angle $\theta_{des}$, and input saturation $u_{sat}$ was incorporated to better approximate actuator performance.

Simulation parameters of the physical system, Fig. 1, were obtained from CAD software as: $m_0 = 2$ kg, $m_1 = 13$ kg, $m_2 = 0.3$ kg, $l_1 = 0.5$ m, $l_2 = 1$ m. Quadruped mass parameters were extracted from computer aided design software. The tail mass and length ratios were chosen based off the analysis in section 5 such that $\sigma = 0.02$ and $\lambda = 2$. Figure 4 shows simulation results of heading angle and heading angular velocity for desired heading angle set point values $\theta_{d} = \{\pi/8, \pi/4, \pi/2\}$ rad and $u_{sat} = \pm 15$ Nm. Figure 5 shows the simulation results of the resultant tail angle for the three desired heading angle set points. From Figs. 4 and 5 is can be observed that: 1) the LQR controller rise time is approximately equivalent to 3 s for all three case scenarios although $\theta_{d}$ is increasing, this results in a higher tail angular velocity $\dot{\beta}$ to achieve the desired set-points, 2) $\beta$ increases inversely proportional with respect to $\theta_{d}$ as expected from Eq. 10. These results can be used to design the physical system for experimentation. For example, the high requirements of $\beta$ magnitudes must be practically achieved by the chosen geared motor based on specifications and the tail must be designed to avoid interference with the quadruped body for large desired heading angle values based on simulated results of the resultant $\beta$ angular displacements or the control algorithm should be modified to account for a limited tail range of motion.

Using the resultant tail angular profiles in Fig. 5, the expected translation of the system can be computed using Eq. 12. Computed results of translation of the robotic system are presented in Table 1.
Figure 5. Simulation results of tail angle and velocity for various $\theta_d$ set point values.

Table 1. Computed translation of the robotic system due to tail rotation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\theta_d$ (rad)</th>
<th>${\beta_i, \beta_f}$ (rad)</th>
<th>$\Delta x_0$ (cm)</th>
<th>$\Delta y_0$ (cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\pi/8$</td>
<td>{0, -0.96}</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>-15.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\pi/4$</td>
<td>{0, -1.9}</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>-16.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\pi/2$</td>
<td>{0, -3.8}</td>
<td>-1.3</td>
<td>-13.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we analyzed a robotic system composed of a quadruped robot and an attached tail that is used to provide a means separate from its legs to generate external forces and moments to maneuver and control the heading angle. Modeling and analysis of the system was performed, where sufficient conditions to maintain equilibrium and produce maneuverability using low and high-speed tail actuations were derived. Using the derived expression of heading angle variation, sensitivity analysis of heading angle dependent on design parameters was presented and an LQR controller was implemented to control heading angle.

Results of this analysis can be used to choose tail length and mass ratios to maximize the variation of heading angle utilizing tail dynamics. Simulation results of the tail angular displacement and velocities will be used in designing a physical prototype of the robotic system and will aid the process of actuators selection. Future work will involve expanding the kinematic and dynamic models to analyze the effects of articulated tail structures as opposed to the single bodied rigid pendulum model used in this paper. A nonlinear controller will be developed to more accurately estimate the response of the system.
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